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1UP COVER STORY | WEEK OF NOVEMBER 26 | 25 YEARS OF MEGA MAN

Fights for Everlasting Peace: Mega
Man's Greatest Debates
Cover Story: We settle some of Mega Man's biggest controversies once and for
all.

hen you have a series as long-running and beloved as Mega Man, you get some
passionate and opinionated fans. This holds doubly true thanks to the multitude of
different forms the games have taken over the years. Small changes in gameplay

mechanics can inspire 100-page forum threads of heated arguments. After 25 years of reboots,
sequels, and rampant ideas, fans the world over have formed their own opinions on what Mega Man
is or should be. In a way, the series encourages this attitude given the sheer number of flavors of
game it's offered over the years. But that doesn't mean either side of any given argument is
completely right. We've compiled some of the most polarizing debates about the Mega Man series,
representing the full spectrum of play styles and opinions, and cut through the bunk to deliver the final
word on these contentious topics.
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Scoring

For: Mega Man always emphasized a test of players' skills, and scoring provides a tangible way to
measure how well someone is playing. In releases that abandoned this practice, players suddenly
could only display their prowess through merely beating the game and potentially through speed runs.
But the games themselves would very nearly never again offer a quantitative measure of skill. This
was a shame, as scoring would provide endless replay value as players attempt to truly master each
of the stages.

Against: Scoring can add a tangible measure of a player's ability, but only in the right types of
games. In platformers like the Mega Man series, where progression towards the end of each stage is
emphasized over individual kills or pick-ups, however, scoring can't accurately accomplish this task.
Instead, any attempts at quantifying performance end up being redundant. The graphical feedback
the levels communicate is enough to motivate us to get just a little farther before we either die again
or overcome the robot master looming before us.

The Verdict: Mega Man's designers never truly understood how to properly implement the concept of
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a score into any of the games. The first game had a score counter, but it ultimately proved
meaningless thanks to abundant enemy respawns and the seemingly random bonus point pick-ups.
The Mega Man Zero series provided more meaningful criteria for grading players' skills, like the
amount of damage taken and the amount of time taken to beat a mission, but it penalized players for
having the gall to actually use Cyber-Elves, a collection of one-shot powers you collect along your
journey. In the same vein, measuring the amount of time it takes to complete a stage discourages the
small bit of exploration that the game allows for. Scoring can be a valuable asset to many types of
games, but it has to be the right type of game. The Battle Network titles came closest to an effective
scoring system, rating players for their performance in individual battles and rewarding them
accordingly. Still, as it stands right now, the standard Mega Man formula doesn't lend itself to scoring
very well. Its core would need to be rethought in order to make scoring both necessary and
meaningful.

Sliding and the Mega Buster

For: When you get right down to it, Mega Man is about being given a cornucopia of cool powers and
abilities, setting you loose on a bevy of levels as you use them in any combination as you see fit.
Adding more cool maneuvers and abilities can only increase the dizzying possibilities, even leading to
some high-level, technique-driven exploits for the hardcore Mega Man enthusiast. The slide, similar to
a baseball slide, provides an extra burst of mobility, and the Mega Buster gives players an all-or-
nothing blast as an option in addition to regular bullets. In Mega Man, more toys can never be a bad
thing.

Against: Though Mega Man may be about using a multitude of powers creatively, the basic actions
you can do always remains the same: jumping, shooting, and moving. Keeping the base mechanics
simple is what allows such play creativity to be possibly while simultaneously keeping the game
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challenging. By giving Mega Man a slide move, you rob the game of this challenge, allowing players
to run circles around enemies. And the Mega Buster is so powerful that it players don't bother
experimenting with special boss weapons, as its power often eclipses everything else. In reality,
adding these additional powers only ensure that players will experiment less.

The Verdict: Once again, designing a game with each of the main character's abilities in mind is key,
but you also have to ask yourself what new mechanics will add to the experience and whether they'll
fit into the game's template without throwing things out of whack. Though the slide did make
avoidance worlds easier, the levels actually took the slide into account with narrow passageways you
could only clear with it and more agile bosses (in most cases). At the other end of the spectrum, the
Mega Buster did indeed make most other weapons obsolete everywhere except boss battles. Sure, it
was fun to play around with this new, powerful toy, but the developers didn't give us any reasons to
bother with any of the others. They needed to give the other weapons different useful trajectories or
some other kind of utility besides as a weapon. The game design compensated enough around the
slide that it felt like it fit, while the Mega Buster didn't. But though these new moves were somewhat
shoehorned into a successful formula to mixed results, at least they paved the way for a more on-
point integration with the advent of Mega Man X: The X-Buster and dash move.

3D Graphics

For: Technology inevitably advances anything it touches, and games should be no exception. When
games started to take advantage of three dimensions, we saw a renaissance of old franchises with
refreshing, brilliant new takes that retained the qualities that made those series special in the first
place. (Metal Gear, Mario, Final Fantasy, etc.) Mega Man Legends provided us with our first taste of
the Blue Bomber, building on its old-school shooter foundation by adding dangerous enemies that
took advantage of three dimensions and a living world full of charm that you could immerse yourself
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into. It also hinted at what a more traditional Mega Man game would be like in 3D.

Against: Mega Man Legends did successfully bring us a 3D game with Mega Man in it, but it was by
no means in the same mold as Mega Man or Mega Man X. And even if it was, Mega Man as we know
him doesn't belong in three dimensions. The series' special brand of challenge is contingent on pixel-
perfect timing, hit boxes, etc. When you move to polygons, things become conceptually fuzzier for
both the developer and the player. Hit boxes are harder to implement with as much accuracy, and
players' lack of depth perception means it becomes unnecessarily difficult to both hit enemies and
avoid being hit. You just can't create a proper Mega Man in 3D without it going terribly wrong.

The Verdict: The notion that polygons are too inaccurate for a real Mega Man game has merit,
especially if you look at the unfortunate Mega Man X7. Though it did include 2D segments, it also
included a great number of 3D ones, all of which were terrible. Aiming and jumping became a
nightmare, which was only compounded by the fact that the camera remained static throughout these
sections. On the other hand, Mega Man Legends realized the limitations of 3D, choosing instead to
create something new that better suited the PlayStation era of games, broadening the scope of what
a Mega Man game could be in the process. Of course, Insomniac's Ratchet and Clank series
captures the feel of making your way through linear levels using a multitude of different powers in a
3D environment while still being quality games, so there may be hope for a traditional-feeling Mega
Man in 3D yet...

Sequelitis

For: More of a good thing is always better than less of one. Mega Man came from a time when most
games were small bites of what they are today, usually taking only a few hours to plow through. It
only makes sense that we saw six entries on the NES alone. And with the vast amount of sub-series
and spinoffs that Capcom produced, there's bound to be enough variety to keep anyone happy.

Against: When you run a series into the ground as much as Mega Man has, you're bound to run out
of ideas. You only need to look at the number of robot masters based on fire, ice, or water to see that
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Capcom merely recycles concepts over and over just to sell it to an eager yet dwindling fan base. And
though branching out into new series worked originally for Mega Man X, the vast amount of sub-
series that sprang up over time more closely resembles a virus than an evolving franchise. Capcom
never took enough time to let new ideas stick, and it's irrevocably hurt the series as a whole.

The Verdict: We've seen over fifty different games with the Mega Man moniker over the years, more
than almost any other video game series, and yet we can count the truly essential entries on two
hands. You can certainly ding Capcom for tilling scorched earth time and time again. But the creativity
in each new series can't be denied. Mega Man X gave us beautiful SNES-worthy sprites in a game
that would fully support an expanded move set. Mega Man Legends found new ways of expressing
the inherent charm of the series at large by placing us in a world filled with people to talk to and
secrets to uncover. Mega Man Zero was a challenging work that rethought the series for portable
systems, and Mega Man ZX fit that sensibility into a Metroidvania-style game. Even Mega Man Battle
Network, which had the fastest case of sequelitis the greater series has ever seen, combined action
and RPG integrating Mega Man tropes into the gameplay itself in ways that screamed "Mega Man"
more than "JRPG also-ran." Capcom has implemented some brilliant ideas for Mega Man over the
years. It also ran each one of them into the ground, but it doesn't diminish the many different original
concepts themselves.

8-Bit Graphical Style

For: For many, Mega Man is 8-bit. His very sprite is almost as iconic as Mario was during the NES
era. Mega Man 7 and 8, well-intentioned as they were, just didn't feel right without the now-primitive
graphics of old. That's why the move back to 8-bit-looking visuals with Mega Man 9 and 10 was a
completely welcome return to form. But his roots in that pixelated age run deeper than just the
aesthetics, as the simple sprites actually allowed the levels and the action itself to be as exacting and
solid as it needed to be.

Against: Once again, technology marches on, and ignoring it just because of nostalgia is both foolish
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Comments (13)

and myopic. Juxtaposing primitive 8-bit visuals next to the stunning graphics that the 21st century
brought us only serves to show us how far we've come from the then-necessary eyesores of the past.
It especially feels backwards after Mega Man 7 and 8 brought us lovingly animated sprites fighting
through gorgeous environments that truly utilized the power of their respective consoles. Mega Man
needs to move forward if it wants to be relevant.

The Verdict: NES-era visuals definitely are a boon to the Mega Man series when it comes to
providing a solid foundation for the action, but consider the latest games on purely a visual level: We
live in a day and age where 8-bit visuals and sprites aren't viewed as obsolete, but rather a very
specific art style that can be used in surprising, beautiful ways. It's true that Mega Man 9 and 10 went
back to that style as a deliberate throwback to the origins of the series, but if you examine each of the
levels and sprites closely, you realize that what Capcom accomplished with simple pixels here
couldn't be pulled off with an NES. Each of the backgrounds holds a subtle sophistication that utilizes
modern techniques to stunning results that still manages to evoke the good old days of video games.

Jeremy Signor
Jeremy Signor still hasn't covered the biggest controversy of all: Is it Bass as in the fish, or Bass as
in the musical concept? (Spoiler: It's the latter. Despite what Mega Man 8's cutscenes might have
you believe.)
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Oh, the Mega Buster...
Posted: Dec 03, 2012 12:00AM PST by  docexe

I think part of the reason why the Mega Buster ended overshadowing the other weapons was not
related to the fact that it was overpowered, but that from MMIII onwards, many of the weapons
introduced sucked badly. MMIII and MMIV still had their share of actually good weapons, but most
of MMV and MMVI weapons were pretty much useless, making the Mega Buster (and the Rush
Armors in the case of VI) actually necessary for progression outside of the boss fights, as most of
your armament was crap.

MMVII and the MMX series (at least, up until X4) brought back a certain balance in the weapons
department and made most of them useful again. It also helped that the games of the X series let
you use the charge-shot with the other weapons, giving them additional functions and making them 
more versatile.

Flag | Reply

Mega Buster is just boring, not overpowered (except in Mega Man 5!)
Posted: Dec 02, 2012 12:00AM PST by  ekolis

My main problem with the Mega Buster is not that it's overpowered (they did up the enemies' armor
as soon as they introduced it so metools and such take 3 regular hits to kill instead of 1) but that it
adds tedium to the game - I always find myself compulsively stopping and charging a shot
immediately after I clear a screen's worth of enemies, so I can be ready for the next wave! Without
the Mega Buster, there's no downtime - you're ready to move on as soon as any shots that missed
clear the screen, and that happens in a fraction of a second.

Flag | Reply

Bass is Not a Fish!
Posted: Nov 30, 2012 12:00AM PST by  LBD_Nytetrayn

And I'd love to see a Mega Man X9 which uses a Super NES visual style, but evolves with new
ideas, similar to what fan game Mega Man X: Corrupted is doing.

Flag | Reply

The slide is the sh*t!
Posted: Nov 29, 2012 12:00AM PST by  thaneros

At first I couldn't even enjoy MM9 because of the lack of the slide. I had to get the Protoman DLC
just to play the game!

Flag | Reply

Liked the slide but could take it or leave it; didn't like the Mega Buster
Posted: Nov 28, 2012 12:00AM PST by  ButterPeanut

I had trouble getting into later Mega Man games because they felt bloated, starting with the Mega
Buster. I owned and played Mega Man X quite a bit, that was a really good game, but even there I
get sick of boss fight patterns where I just jump around clinging to the wall waiting for the X-Buster
to finish charging, let off a salvo, then resume wall-clinging (and maybe chugging an E-Tank if I get
hit a few times.) I felt like MM2 & MM3 did a good job of working without the Mega Buster, and I'm
glad it was dropped (at least from Mega) for 8 and 9.

It is kind of interesting though, because I originally entered the series with MM3, not 2. I still enjoy
MM2, 3, 8, and 9 though, and I think they all do a pretty good job of accomodating for whether or not
the slide's there.  For me, the slide made the game play faster (going all the way back to those weird
giant robot cat mini-bosses spewing out ballls of yarn at Mega Man... the hell was that about), while
the charged up buster shots dragged it down.
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On the subject of 3D

I would love to see a fully realized “classic” Mega Man game in 3D. I believe
there are a few games already (the Ratchet and Clank series, Devil May Cry,
Vanquish, Bayonetta) that while not providing a perfect template, do set some
foundations on how the series could actually work in 3D, and Capcom should
really look at them if they ever decide to move the series in that direction.

But I disagree with the sense that the move to 3D is the only way for the series to
recover relevancy. Rayman Origins is a good example of a game that put its
franchise back on track by going 2D. In that sense, the next Mega Man game
could still be a 2D shooter/platformer, but it really needs to: a) Be an actually
good game that it’s true to its roots while still evolving the franchise, b) Have
modern production values.  

Capcom actually managed those two things with Street Fighter IV and Marvel vs.
Capcom 3, there is no reason why they can’t do the same with Mega Man,
outside of sheer laziness and lack of respect for their former mascot

Flag

A Few Points
Posted: Nov 28, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Pacario

First, I like the slide--it gave Mega Man a much needed alternate option to just jumping and plodding
along to avoid enemy attacks.  It was a move that added some sophistication and technique to the
gameplay. The charge shot is a little more controversial, but I appreciate it simply because I'm too
busy and impatient to have to play by trial-and-error just to discover an enemy's elemental
weakness.

As for the 8-bit aesthetic, it was a fine novelty in Mega Man 9 and 10, but the series needs to finally
push towards HD, whether in the form of 2-D or 3-D graphics.  Or, at least, bump the games up to a
classic 16-bit aesthetic.  Fans would love that, too.

Regarding 3-D, that is where the series needs to move towards if it wants to retain true relevancy.
Capcom has always been reluctant to bring the Blue Bomber to true 3-D, probably because the
company itself can't figure out how to adapt him properly.  Outside the dated Legends titles and
some parts in X7, Capcom hasn't even tried to bring Mega Man into modern times, and that doesn't
bode well for the hero's future.  (Not that I would mind another 2-D reimagining if it was done with
some finesse and style.)

Flag | Reply

Posted: Dec 03, 2012 12:00AM PST by  docexe

I never understood gripes about the Slide/Megabuster
Posted: Nov 28, 2012 12:00AM PST by  GenesisDoes

Apparently it made the game easier? Whenever you give the character new abilities you add new
challenges based around those abilities to balance it out. I never felt it made the games less
challenging or less enjoyable.

Flag | Reply

Best Mega Man: Mega Man 2 or Mega Man 3
Posted: Nov 28, 2012 12:00AM PST by  SamuraiTerry
Verdict: Clearly Mega Man 2 is the all time best Mega Man with the best pacing, bosses, and music
of the entire series.

Flag | Reply
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Title Of Comment

I disagree....

I think that Mega Man 3 had better pacing, better level design, better bosses and
better soundtrack. Saying "Clearly" just discounts everyone else's opinions. You
are welcome to think that Mega Man 2 is better, but not everyone shares that
opinion.

Flag

I was surprised

I was surprised the author didn't bring up this crucial question, even if it's left
unanswered by polite society...

... but anyways, you are WRONG, SamuraiTerry! Mega Man 2 was very good...
but Mega Man 3 was the best. Hands down, flat out, clearly all time finest most
mega Mega Man ever made ever.

Or actually, for me it was the fact that I played MM3 multiple times growing up
before trying MM2, where I missed the slide move and thought the boss designs
were less interesting. (Metal Man, seriously? I mean, they're all robots... doesn't
that kind of go without saying?) I did enjoy the bosses in Wily's castle more in #2
than #3 though. Except for the dumb Shyamalan twist that with the final-final
boss that... ended up being more of an elaborate prank by Wily.

I also enjoyed MM3 for being a lengthier game that had the four special
challenge stages bringing back MM2 bosses, but requiring you to experiment to
find the best solutions for each. There were a lot of great memorable stages like
Snake Man, Shadow Man, Top Man, and Gemini Man. And for kids my age, I
remember it being schoolhouse legend that the most useless boss weapon of all,
the Top Man ballerina spin, would come into play at the final encounter. I would
call it Chekhov's Mega Buster.

Flag

The case for each game

Mega Man 3: Best bosses, best levels, best music (no contest), best Mega Man.

Mega Man 2: Best at being released before Mega Man 3.
Flag

Posted: Nov 28, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Gold_Ultima

Posted: Nov 28, 2012 12:00AM PST by  ButterPeanut

Posted: Nov 29, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Dr_Corndog

I *knew* Ratchet & Clank would be mentioned at some point <3
Posted: Nov 28, 2012 12:00AM PST by  OrchardThief
...I mean, look at that series, it has Mega Man's DNA all over it (not that it wasn't obvious). I would
like to see Insomniac Games develop a Mega Man game but that's a LOOOONG shot. Perhaps Idol
Minds, the team that made the excellent Ratchet & Clank HD collection? I think with a bit of moral
support from Insomiac (similar to what Kojima did when Castlevania: Lords of Shadow was being
developed by MercurySteam) I think Idol Minds can pull it off. But that's just wishful thinking...Eh, I
can only hope.

Flag | Reply
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